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THE BES' WAY TO EXPLORE OUR PORTS OF CALL IS THROUGH THE EYES
OF A PORT ADVENTURE. WE HAVE PRE.SELECTED TOURS DESIGNED TC ENSURE
THAT YOU SEE THT BEST THAT OUR PCRTS HAVE TO OFFER,

FACTS TO KNOW
e The Guest

Services Desk is open 24 hours,
3 , to assist with your tour bookings
when the Port Adventures Desk is closed.
* Guests are advised that all Port Adventures,
pricing, itinerary, availability, duration and
timing are subject to change without notice.
e Tour duration times are estimated and may
vary considerably due to circumstances such as
traffic or overcrowding of venues.

a On

a Guests are encouraged to bring credit cards or
curency to purchase extras such as souvenirs.
c On Port Adventures that a.re stroller accessible,
lightweight strollers are recommended.

certain tours, electric wheelchairs

not permitted. Tour

located Deck

participation

to

operators

Guests arriving

are

*

will deny
in electric

scooters. Several tours are restricted for
collapsible wheelchairs.

a You should never feel that

e

gratuities

are

expected from you. However, it is customary
to leave a few extra doilars in recognition of
exceptional o<cursions guides and drivers. It
is always up to you to determine the amount.
For the consideration of your fellow Guests
please ensure you are punctuai for all Port
Adventure meet times.

*

*

Passports, with applicable VISA,/ESTA, are
required for any tour entering another country.
It is mandatory for all Guests participating on
this excursion to bring their government issued
passport. This requirement is for Guests ofAll
Ages. Guests without passports will not be
able to participate in these PortAdventures.
Although street and beadr vendors may appear
loud and pushy as they attempt to sell their goods
to vacationing families, Guests should not feel in
any way intimidated by this rypical behavior.
Guests that are prone to sea sickness should
take precautionary measures before embarking

their vessels.

\

TRAVEL SAFETY TIPS
As in any tourist destioation, you will want to take some basic precautions to make the most ofyour time ashore. Be aware of your surroundings, especially
in crowded areas and avoid wandering from the main shopping and tourist areas into unfamiliar territory. Ifventuring out independendy, have a plan, use
only licensed taxi operators. Leave your valuables in your stateroom safe and avoid carrying large amounts of cash. Exercise caution when using AIMs.
Cameras and handbags should be carried close to your body or concealed out of sight. People who carry handbags or backpacls are particularly vulnerable
to purse snatchers on scooters. Guests should take their passport with them when ashore. If a passport check is required by local authorities, photo copies
are no ionger a valid form of identification. In general, use the same level of precaution you would use in any tourist destination. Please remember that
while in a foreign country you are subject to its laws.

StrCURITY NOTICE

CANCELLATION POLICY
Port Adventures are operated by independent conffactors that are
neither agents o{, nor supervised or controlled by, Disney Cruise Line.
Disney Cruise Line does not maintain their facilities or modes of
transportation and is not responsible for anyinjuryorproperty damage/
loss that Guests may incur in connection with a Port Adventure.
A11 Port Adventures are subject to the Disney Cruise Line Cruise

Contract. All Port Adventures are subject to availabiliry andlor
cancellation based on weather, itinerary changes, and aftendance.
Cancellations can be made up to 3 days prior to cruise departure date.
After that time aI1 reservations are final and non-refundable.
A11 prices are subject to change without notice.
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A11 Guests (including children) who wish to disembark or embark
the ship are required to present their Key to the World card at the
gangwzy. A photo ID is also required for those Guests who are 18
years ofage and older.
Guests under the age of 18 are required to have,a parent, guardian
or other responsible adult sign an a:ut}rorizatlon form if they wish
to go ashore unaccompanied. Authorization forms are avatTable at
Guest Services.
Children under 18 years of age must be accornpanied by

an adult on Port Adventures, except for specific "teen
Port Adventures.
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These excursions
involve periods of walking for
short distances over relatirrly
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EUESTS MUSI BE AMBULAT3IY wheelchairs
(collapsible or electric) are not Permitted.
Tour operators will deny participation to Guests

O

these excursions. Boarding
tour vehicles via gangway or
steps wiil be required. Distance
from gangway to tour vehicle

ot

the wheelchair iift and containment area. The
combined weight of Guest and chair cannot exceed
500 pounds. Wheelchair or scooter dimensions
cannot exceed 40 inches long by 27 inches with
limitation. Guests using a 3-wheeled scooter will
be required to mor€ to a seat on the bus.

Uneven/

steep terrain or water activity

in

are furly active and involve

i

periods of walking over even
and uneven surfaces, which may

include brick, cobblestones,
steps, and in some cases steep
terrain. Standing for extended

activities

involve extended periods in a
slight current, and may require
climbing a ladder during beach
or swimming stops.

,e* ACtiVg Good physical
condition required. These

inclines, cobblestone surfaces,

and other rough terrain
the excursion.

tluoughout

Participants should be in good

fi:lly

or scarfto wrap around your shoulders.
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TUNCH PR[|VIDED
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BEVERAGE PR(IVIIIEB

o

SIIACK PRBYIIIEB

o

I}RDER MAY 3E REV'RSEO/SHAIIGED

lt

TIGHT $ECUiITY

excursions are considered active

and may involve constant effort
or extended periods of w-alking
long distances, numerous steps,

CL0THll[g RE(IUIREMENT$ Churches, basilicas
and other locations have clothing requirements.
Guests, including children, wishing to enter
churches must ensure that shoulders and knees
remain covered. You can wear shorts that reach
below the knee and tank tops, as long as you bring
a sweater

periods may also be necessary

to fi:1ly enjoy these excursions.

WIIEELCHAaR ACCE$SIBL: Tl,is tour is wheelchair
accessible. The wheelchair or electric scooter must

fit

will vary port to port.

slight current. These excursions

0UESTS USIHG WHEEIS]aAIRS Guests usins
wheelchairs and other assistive devices must
be able to stand, walk short distances, and/or

SPECIAI REIIUIREMENT$ Pha.. see a member
of the Port Adventure team for more information

about this excursion. Additional information is
needed to book.
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BEACLrAgfffE SEAR Pleas. bring beach gear
and/or active gear for this Port Adventure.Towels
should be brought from the ship.
EXTREME TEMPERATuRE$ T.mperatures can

get octremely hot or cold on this

adventure.

Please dress appropriately. ie. hats, sunglasses and
sunscreen lotion, water, scanes, gloves.

need to be standard size and collapsible; no electric
wheelchairs/scooter ate permitted.

sitting for extended periods may
also be necessary to fi.rlly enjoy

to
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maneuver steps to board or disembark the vehicle
or vessel. The Guest's wheeichair must be able to
fold out of the way during transit. Wheelchairs

level surfaces, which

enjoy these excursions.
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arriving in wheelchairs or elecffic scooters.
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WEATHER PERMITTTNG This Port Adr,enture
could be canceled or changed based on current
weathff conditions.

4

SEPAiATE IICKET REQUTRED opportunities
to see additional sights requiring purchase of a
separate admission ticket are arailable. Qreues
may be long. Optional charges may apply.
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EXPL0RE Bt{ Y0UR [tWN Limitea suidance is
provided. Guests should plan activities in adrance
and bring maps/guides.

0AMERA REsTRlgtl0Ns camera, camera fash,

tripod or video restrictions are in place for

a

portion of this excursion.

A

CIURCH AYAILABII.ITY MAY CHANGE Based on
services or ceremonies, church and basilica visits
may be changed or canceled.
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P0$$IBLE L0ilG UNES.
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RoUGH mABtrRAvEL

B0At

TRAYET Excursion includes rravel

on

a

watercraft. A11 Guests, regardless of age, must
have a ticket and may be required to wear a life
preserver.Water maybe rougVchoppy and Guests
should take precautions.

?

ALC{}H(IL Alcohol is included and
to those 21 and up.

will

be served

'{t

$TAIRS Excursion includes multiple steps.

:

SHOWERS Shower or changing room provided.

ffi

TBCKER$ Lockers arailable (may be additional).
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HANBOR CRUISE
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(rpprox. 75 min). Eniov
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AOr

$44 (ages 3 to 9)

hour) and reliesh 1-ourselfrvith

a

4to4.5hours $57(aqesl0andup)
tavel
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$41 (ages3to9)

3.5 to 4

AllAges

t

hours

$66 (ages 10 and

up)

$46 (ages 3 to 9)
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up)

$44 (ages 5 to 9)
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Up
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drink on your rvav back to the pier (approx.
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$74 (ages 10 and
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to the main plaza square (approx. 25 min) belbre shopping or returning to the ship.

CABII BEACH BREAI(

cL61
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cold drink. Return to the ship.

COASIAT IIIG}ILIEHTS

main plaza and residential district.

Enjoy

$34(ases0to9)

m

shopping stop in Plaza Artesanos (approx.

AllAges

s

$51(asesl0andup)

SAiI JOSE GITY TllUR
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& SCTilIC STtlP

e"A&jlll lt)k€

up)

hours

4 to 4.5
$45 (ages 0 t0 9)
AllAges
$77 (ages 10 and
Board a porver catamaran and pass pristine beaches, towering rock formations and the famed "Los Arcos" (approx. 40 min). Enjov a complimentary beverage onboard while listening
to your guide explain the areas, the ocean life and wiidlife of the area. Return to shore and travel through Cabo San Lucas to a popular beach clr.rb tbr tiee time, .r liqhr lunrh and a
welcome drink (approx. 2 .5 hours). Return to the port. Beach chairs and umbrellas are included. A1l water ar:tivities are available for an additional tbe.
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up)

hours

4.5 to 5
$51 (Ages 5 to 9)
$82 (Ages 10 and
equipment
briefing don your required snorkel vest and snorkel (approx.
(approx.
After
a
safety
and
Bay.
45
min)
to
Chileno
Board a 65-foot c atamafln
beverage before spending additional time snorkeling. Return to the pier.

Ages 5 and

SilltRTEt & SEA AIIVEiITURE
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hour). Enjov a snack and
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AgesEAndUp

3to3.5hours $82(agesl0andup) $71 (ages6to9)
Meet your guide, receive a safety briefing and your equipment. Don your required life vest, board an inflatable APEX watercraft and cruise past the famous Landt End Arch and
Lore* B.i.h. Drop anchor in aspectacular cove to power-snorkel with water scooters and kayak (approx. 75 min). Return to the ship'
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PASITIC SIDE H(IRSEBACK RIDE

cL05
Ages 12 to

65

3.5 to 4

hours

A

$85 (ages 12 to 65)

(approx'
Travel to a seaside ranch (approx. 30 min) to meet your guide and your horse. Start your ride on the beach and explore the coast
pier. Helmets and closed-toe shoes are required, long pants are recommended' Maximum Guests weight is 240 pounds'
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Ages

tL22
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up)

$6i (ages 3 t0 g)
$98 (ages 10 and
cooking experience with "dancing chefinstructors"' Leam step by step about seven Mexican Salsas and traditional margaritas before

hours

CABO BOLPIIIII KIO$
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hour)' Relax after the ride and return to the

n

SALSA AiID SATSA

3 to 3,5
All
Travel to a hacienda-style Mexican restaurant for
learning to dance the salsa. Retum to the ship.

t

A&Ol[x#

hours

1 to 1.5
$100 (ages 4 to 9)
Ages 4 to
Walk from the pier to the Cabo Dolphins Center. Upon arrival, kids and their parents/guardiens will meet the dolphin trainers Under the supervision ofa dolphin trainer, your child
rvill interact with a dolphin (approx.).5 -in) in a speliaflv designed shallorv pool. Children will have the opportuniw to pet, hug, feed and even kiss the dolphin. Take the short walk
back to the pier. Separate admission for parents is not required.
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OETUXE RESORT GETAWAY

- TBUTTS (lilty

O ll

18+

t

&[)K€

E{.A
4 to 4.5 hours $103 (ages 18 and up)
Ages
Depart the pier ibr the short r{rive to the Breathless Beach Resort , an idvllic seaside oasis rvhere relaxation is ensured and a host of tropical pleasures await your arrival. During your sun
-spiashed git"ruar, vou can teke a dip in the serene Infiniw Pool, relax on the pristine, soft sands oflledano Beach and swim in the invitingwaters ofthe blue Pacific Ocean. Return
blck ro the picr. Lunilr inchrded.
I
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CASO SAN LUCAS. MEXICC, CONT
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hours
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ti

Ages I and
5 to 5.5
$ t0A (ages 8 and up)
Travel to Boca de la Sierra, A UNESCO-protected site in the High Sieras (approx. 75 min). Meet your grride for an or,erview and safety instructions. Zip through the trees from 200
feet above the ground. Walk across hanging rope bridges and ladders, and rappel down the canyon walls. Conclude by flying high on an exciting 800-foot zip line back to the base
a maximum of250
Guests must be at least 48" tall and
2.5 hours). Return to the
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THE ULTIMATE LUXURY SAIL

AgesSandup
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4to4,Shours $108(agesl0andup)

$88(ages5to9)
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d ll t

Asesl2andUp

3to3.5hours
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O&?it. t d[)k€

$123(asesl2andup)

receive allyourgear, and head to your &ve site. Enjoy2 one-tank dives (approx. 45 min each). Complete your
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CERTITIEI! 2-TAT{I( IIIYE ADYEilTURE

CERTIFICATION CARD REqUIRED. MeetyourDive Masters,

=.=

+ AllAses

5.5to6hours $125Ggesl0andup)

$90(ages3to9)

g'A O ll I & [rF€

t Ages6andUp

4to4.5hours $128(agesl0andup)

$108(ages6t09)

A d9

and travel back to the pier. Guests must be at least 48"

and weigh less than 2-50 pounds.
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AgesSandup

with the dolphins. Return back to

8t4g

2,5to3hours $133(agesl0andup)
the pier. This is not a swim

with the dolphins

g{-A O 5,.

$112(ages3to9)

experience. Expectant mothers may not participate'
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DISCIIYER SCI'BA
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3 to 3.5 hours $133 (ages 12 and up)
Ages 12 and
Meet your Dive Masters and receive an introductory Scuba class (approx. 50 min) before boarding a boat to the dive site' Enjoy an open water scuba dive accompanied by your PADI
PleasevisitthePortAdrntrresDesk
Diveinstructor(approx.45min).Conciudeyourdiveandreturntothepier.Guestsmustsignawaiverandcompleteamedicalquestiomairefor ad&tional booking information and requirements.
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Ages 5 and

up

San Jose (approx. 30

DIILPIIIiI SWIM AT SAIIJOSE

ofl.our experience, rvhen rour dolphin propels you

up)

up

*t

across the pool (dorsal push, undenvater ride, or bellv ride). Return to the pier.

O&"+ASI['l(@

$169 (ages 5 t0 9)

the Llo$hins lrppror. {0 nlirl).
irh r dorsal push, undemater rider, or bellv ride across the pool. View vour photos and travel back to the pier Guests 5 to 10 vears ofage must be accompanied in the rvater
paving and panicipating adult 18 and olcler, also booked on the Dolphin Srvim excursion. Pleasevisitthe PortAdventures Deskforadditionalbooking information and requirements.
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session. Accompanied bv a trainer,

erlol time srintnting rnd inrerritinq rvith
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Asesl0andUp

5,5ro6hours

$215(Asesl0andup)

member will set rhe hook and then hand the pole to vou. Enjoy

t
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TWIM

1 to 1.5 hours $190 (ages 10 and
Ages 5 and
Walk to the Cabo Dolphins Center to meet vour trainer lor a dolphin information
a

o&

up)

CABO DIILPHII{

cL23

bv

Pzcifc bottlenose doiphin (approx. 20 min). During

B)iK€
2.5 to 3 hours $190 (ages 10 and
$109 (ages 5 t0 9)
min) and the Cabo Dolphins Center. Upon arrival meet the dolphin trainers and receive an informative introduction to dolphins' Then, accompanied

the dolphins. Finallv, get readv for the

t

a

iil&tional booking information and requirements.

CL23A

Drive to
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up)

up

1 to 1.5 hours $133 (ages 10 and
Ages 3 and
$112 (ages 3 t0 9)
Walk to the Cabo Dolphins Center and meet your trainer for a dolphin information session. Head into the pool to touch and pet

cABlt oEt sot GoLr

Up

a

boxed lunch and 3 beverages. Return to the pier.
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(Ages 10 and Up)
i
Ages 10 and
6.5 to 7 hours $335
Travel to Desert Course at Cabo del So1 (approx. 30 min). Play the par 72,7,097-yxd,18-hole course. Return to the ship (approx. 30 min). Includes qolfcart, unlimited range balls
and greens fees. Clubs are available for an additional rental fbe. Caddies are not avaihble.

